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DENVER SOUTH TMA 

• Partnership of public and private entities 

• Promote relationships to identify and develop transportation 

solutions to enhance mobility and drive economic 

development 

• Improve mobility and maximize interchange capacity and 

transit ridership to foster growth of employment and the tax 

base within the corridor.

Who We Are & What We Do

Our Priority



CONSTRUCTING THE FUTURE

• Transportation landscape looks much different 

today

• Construction deemed essential service

• RTD evaluate ridership, fares and service cuts

• Future of Transportation in Denver South
 Front Rail Passenger Rail
 Local Projects

 Budget Impacts
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Working in the COVID-19 environment





Region 1: who we are and what we do 

• Responsible for state 
maintained roads east of 
Denver to the I-70 Eisenhower 
Johnson Memorial Tunnel

• Cover 8 counties and 60 local 
agencies

• Serve the needs of 2.8 million 
people, half of Colorado’s 
population 

June 10, 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we do - CDOT Denver region: CDOT is managed in five regions.  Region 1 is the Denver metropolitan region serving 8 counties - Adams County to the east, all the way along the I-70 Mountain Corridor to the Eisenhower Tunnel to the west.We are responsible for interstates, US highways and state highways.Cities and counties are responsible for local and residential roads—not CDOT.Our region is diverse from the city to the mountains and some rural areas as well. We serve the transportation needs of 2.8 million people, half of Colorado’s population.



Region 1: who we are and what we do 

June 10, 2020

• Maintain 3,689 lane miles, enough pavement to traverse the country

• Vehicles travel an average of 38 million miles daily on that pavement

• Work includes pavement, striping, signage, repairs, snow removal, rock fall 
mitigation, trash removal, operations and capital improvement 

3,649 miles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIP: Add speaking notes in this area rather than putting every word on the slide.



Region 1: maintenance at a glance

June 10, 2020

36,000 cubic yards of road 
debris removed a year

912 bridges and  10,000 
culverts

Nearly 1 million miles in snow 
removal  a year

376 signals and thousands of 
signs

Over 2.5 million feet of 
guardrail

More than 100 miles of sound 
walls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIP: Add speaking notes in this area rather than putting every word on the slide.



Region 1: construction at a glance

June 10, 2020

Low-cost solutions

Central 70 C-470 Express Lanes

I-70 WB Mt. Express Lanes

I-25 South Gap 

I-25 North Express Lanes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIP: Add speaking notes in this area rather than putting every word on the slide.



June 10, 2020

C-470 scheduled to open this month! 

• Express Lanes to open in June 
on 12.5 miles on C-470 between 
I-25 and Wadsworth Blvd.

• Express Lanes will be free 
through the summer during the 
testing  phase

• Toll rates: $.65 to $3.60 per toll 
point with an ExpressToll pass 
depending on the time of day 

• Motorists will have the option 
to use the Express Lanes for a 
faster trip in exchange for a 
toll, or travel the general 
purpose lanes for free

• Up to 18 minutes of time in 
travel time savings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIP: Add speaking notes in this area rather than putting every word on the slide.



June 10, 2020

C-470 details 

• Express Lanes from I-25 to Wadsworth Blvd.
• 2 Express Lanes WB from I-25-Colorado Blvd.
• 1 Express Lane WB from Colorado Blvd. to Wadsworth Blvd.
• 1 Express Lane EB I-25 to Wadsworth Blvd.

• 12 bridge widenings
• 2 new bridges over the South Platte River
• New concrete pavement throughout
• Auxiliary lanes
• New communication infrastructure to support Express Lane tolling 

and ramp metering (ITS)
• I-25 direct-connect ramps 
• New trail underpasses at Quebec and Colorado Blvd. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIP: Add speaking notes in this area rather than putting every word on the slide.



June 10, 2020

Express Lane performance

Before Express 
Lanes

26-52% reduced travel times 20 to 29% faster

After  Express 
Lanes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIP: Add speaking notes in this area rather than putting every word on the slide.
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Express Lane network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIP: Add speaking notes in this area rather than putting every word on the slide.



Low cost high impact solutions

June 10, 2020 17

Wrong-way detection 
technology prevents 
crashes

Sensors detect cars traveling 
the wrong way and activate 
signals to alert them

Five incidents prevented since 
system was installed last year at 
the reversible Express Lanes at 
I-25 and 70th Ave 



Low cost high impact solutions

June 10, 2020 18

Bottleneck reduction 
program reduces 
travel delays

WB US 6: I-25 to Wadsworth
400 hours of total vehicle delay
Following completion of 
bottleneck project



A word about safety

June 10, 2020 19
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Questions
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Regional Transportation District

RTD COVID-19 Actions 

• Cleaning all vehicles every night

• Implemented rear-door boarding 

and suspended fare collection

• Limiting riders to 15 on standard 

buses, 20 on larger buses, 30 on 

rail cars

• Staging additional buses on 

routes experiencing larger loads
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Regional Transportation District

Resuming Fare Collection
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• Passengers urged to wear face 
coverings while riding RTD services

• Practice proper hand-washing hygiene 
and coughing and sneezing etiquette

• Don’t board a vehicle if it appears to be 
too full; another bus isn't far behind

• Social distancing is everyone's 
responsibility

• Public encouraged to use good 
judgement

Regional Transportation District

Partners in Safety
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Regional Transportation District

Pandemic Recovery Plan   

• Four-phase Pandemic Recovery Plan guides agency as more 

people return to public activity and riding transit

• Plan outlines decision criteria to ensure RTD proceeds safely

o Service

o Facilities

o Internal Processes

• Exploring continuation of telecommuting
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Regional Transportation District

Agency Budget Impacts

• Loss of fares and sales tax revenues are significantly impacting 

the agency’s budget

• Significant cumulative impact is projected 2021-2026

Cost Reductions Thus Far:

• Reevaluating and deferring some projects

• Delaying purchases

• Renegotiating existing contracts

• Reducing administrative costs
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Regional Transportation District

Federal Stimulus Package – CARES Act 

• RTD positioned to receive $232 million through CARES Act

• Expended on a reimbursement basis

• Funds are applied to costs associated with COVID-19: 

o Personal protective equipment

o Cleaning supplies

o Salaries and any other operating costs

• Financial challenges loom despite CARES Act funding
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Online survey May 4-10 to collect directional data 
about COVID-19 and ridership

• 2,647 respondents in English; 15 in Spanish

• Respondents generally apprehensive about 
engaging in social activities.

• People feel less safe riding RTD than other activities like 
visiting family and friends or going to the grocery store.

• Most will “wait to see what happens with coronavirus” 
before they ride RTD again.

• Most who report riding in prior 30 days used RTD to 
commute to/from work.

Regional Transportation District

Online COVID-19 Survey
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Common themes for safer riding during 
pandemic (on vehicles):

• Require PPE, clean/sanitize vehicles, 
provide hand sanitizer, practice social 
distancing, enforce passenger limits, 
increase/restore service, and address 
homeless issue

Common themes for safer riding during 
pandemic (outside RTD):

• Significant drop in new COVID cases, 
development of vaccine, and 
availability of widespread testing

Regional Transportation District

Online COVID-19 Survey
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A comprehensive campaign instilling 
confidence in people to return to transit; 
campaign focused on empathy, hope, safety, 
and shared personal responsibility.

3 campaign phases

1. We’re all in this together.

2. Getting into the transit groove again.

3. Our region is thriving.

Tactics: video(s), on-fleet and digital 
ads, social posts, virtual outreach, key 
stakeholder updates, PR, community 
and media outreach

Regional Transportation District

Let’s Get Our Region Moving Again
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Ongoing COVID-19 Challenges

Regional Transportation District

• Continued shortage of masks and some cleaning supplies 

• Riders not respecting social distancing or wearing masks

• Some people riding system without deboarding

• A small number of bus trips have reached social distancing caps

• Financial impacts from losses in sales tax revenue and fare 
revenue

• Urging riders to the greatest extent possible and practicable to 
practice safety
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Reimagine RTD

• Reimagine RTD is a two-year process to answer 

“what’s next” for RTD

o System Optimization Plan: Redesign RTD’s 

services to balance short- and mid-term regional 

mobility needs and fiscal limitations (to be 

implemented in 2021)

o Mobility Plan for the Future: Identify long-term 

strategies (i.e., between now and 2050) to address 

the future mobility needs of the region
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Reimagine RTD and COVID-19

• The original goal of Reimagine RTD was to 

begin to phase-in a fiscally-constrained SOP by 

mid-2021 to meet the region’s mobility needs 

in an effective, efficient, sustainable manner

• Given COVID-19, the plan will have more of a 

fiscal constraint

• The SOP will help prioritize phasing in service

• An “unconstrained” SOP will be developed to 

guide us if/when revenues increase
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Reimagine Will Reflect Impacts of COVID-19

• Serve Social Equity/Transit Dependent Populations
oDevelop a tool that assembles data on social equity travel patterns transit 

propensity index data, COVID-19 cell phone travel patterns, and ridership data to help 
RTD prioritize service as ridership increases

• Survey Riders and Non-Riders
oMonitor ridership and survey riders, through new partnerships with mobility apps 

such as TransitApp

• Understand Future Commuter Patterns
o Study changes in travel patterns based on new COVID-19 cell phone data; conduct 

model runs to explore the impact of increased telework, school-from-home, 
decreased shopping and other trips
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Reimagine Will Reflect Impacts of COVID-19

• Evaluate Funding Availability (anticipating budget shortfall in 2021)

o Implement the recommended SOP in phases to respond to the budget and 
workforce available while still being responsive to communities’ longer-term goals 
and the shift in travel patterns

• Be Flexible and Innovative

oWork with partner agencies to identify and implement demonstration projects to 
support faster and more reliable service while responding to post COVID-19 travel 
patterns and trip volumes
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Reimagine Engagement
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Questions?



Denver South Constructing the Future
June 10th, 2020
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Front Range Passenger Rail Vision

Developing passenger rail that serves Front Range 

communities from Pueblo to Fort Collins is a critical 

component of Colorado’s future.

Front Range Passenger Rail will provide a safe, efficient and 

reliable transportation option for travel between major 

population centers along the Front Range and create a 

backbone for connecting and expanding rail and transit 

options in the state and the region.



Southwest Chief Thru-Car Service



Level 1 Evaluation Results



Evaluation Process

PROJECT 

INITIATION 

AND SCOPING

What do we want 

Front Range 

Passenger Rail to 

be?

LEVEL 1 

EVALUATION

What are the 

possibilities for 

corridors and 

operations?

LEVEL 2 

EVALUATION

How do alternatives 

compare? 

ADVANCE TO 

NEPA

Federally required 

process to advance 

major infrastructure 

projects

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4



Fatal Flaw Evaluation

 Operational Characteristics

o Serve 2045 population and employment centers

o Provide connections with other modes (existing or planned transit)

 Community and Environmental Impacts

o Severe community disruption

o Severe impacts to natural resources

 Financial and Economic Factors

o Potential to be cost-effective

 Feasibility and Implementation

o Constructible

o Compatible with existing transportation uses

o Some level of support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operational – does it need to be better than Best Bus? If so, what is better? Travel time, comfort? Will be refined as we better understand our riders – how many and for what purposes. From this, we can develop a refined service concept.Community and Environmental Impacts – this is relative. Disruption, probably significant disruption, should be expected. But what is too severe? What is unacceptable?



 Two corridor segments eliminated for one or more fatal flaw

 The remaining carried forward for refinement 

o Constraints identified for each corridor and each segment

o Constraints include limited rights-of-way, areas of capacity limitations, and 

geometric issues (curves) 

Level 1 Results

Potential  

Expansion -

Southwest 

Chief, Trinidad, 

La Junta, New 

Mexico

Potential Expansion 

- Cheyenne



No available right-of-way | Severe community disruption | Interrupt RTD service for 6 years

Eliminated: I-25 RTD LRT Retrofit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Severe community impactsMost densely developed and constrained right-of-way in the stateExtensive reconstruction of the light rail guideway to construct passenger rail on the LRT corridor results in substantial right-of-way acquisition and relocations Vertical gradesHorizontal clearanceStation/platform reconstructionI-25 has no excess right-of-way and is over-capacity with no opportunity to convert right-of-way for passenger railRTD SE line (E, F) is RTD’s highest ridership rail lineBetween Broadway and Colfax, the SW line (C, D) shares the track infrastructure, and the RTD system is overcapacity for shared passenger rail operationsRetrofit would interrupt RTD service for 6 years, with busing needed for at least 2 years



 Does not serve 2045 population or employment centers

 Does not provide backbone for connections with other modes

 Limited public support or benefit as a backbone alignment

Eliminated: Union Pacific/Great Western

Households (dot = 100 households) Employment (dot = 100 jobs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does not provide backbone for connections with other modesDoes not provide the north-south backbone or station areas needed to support travel along the Front RangeWould require significant out-of-direction travel to make connections with other modes serving the Front RangeRegional rail using the Great Western system could provide connections to a future FRPR system and improve the cost-benefit of a rail investment in this corridor with a FRPR connection; potential for this service expansion to be considered with future extension to CheyenneNo public support as a backbone alignmentCommunity support lacking because of the inability to serve major population and employment centersLower priority than rail and bus investments in the region



Level 2 Alternatives & Evaluation



 Nine potential corridors to mix and match

o Two in the South Segment

o Five in the Central Segment

o Two in the North Segment

 Optimization and Refinement

o Geometric refinements such as smoothing out curves

o Understanding of highest activity station areas and how to connect them

Alternatives Carried Forward for Level 2 Evaluation

Potential  Expansion -

Southwest Chief, 

Trinidad, La Junta, New 

Mexico

Potential Expansion -

Cheyenne



Criteria for Level 2 Evaluation

 Travel Time

 Ridership

 Operating Speed

 Reduction in Vehicle 

Miles Traveled (VMT)

 Ability to Interconnect 

with Other Modes 

(Existing or Planned 

Transit)

 2040 Population 

Served

 Community Disruption

 Utilities and Energy

 Air Quality

 Natural Environment

 Historic

 Hazardous Materials

 Recreational 

Resources

 Noise and Vibration

 Capital Cost

 Operating Cost

 Revenue Potential

 Cost Effectiveness

 Interaction with Freight 

Railroad Operations / 

 Customer Access

 Ease of 

Implementation

 Constructability

 System Flexibility

 Public Support

Operational 

Considerations

Community / 

Environmental 

Impacts

Economic 

Considerations

Feasibility / 

Implementation 



 Connections with Southwest Chief service 

 Access to downtown Colorado Springs

 Topography and sensitive natural areas, especially through Air Force 

Academy north to Castle Rock

 Access to Denver area destinations

o DEN Airport

o Denver Tech Center

o Downtown / Denver Union Station

 Future connection to Trinidad and New Mexico

South Segment Considerations for Refinements 

Potential  Expansion -

Southwest Chief, 

Trinidad, La Junta, New 

Mexico



 Constrained right-of-way and community impacts

 Access to major destinations and interactions with RTD, particularly from 

south 

 Divergent routes to serve communities in north Denver metro

 Burnham Yard and Denver Union Station interaction and opportunities

Central Segment Considerations for Refinements 



 Shorter distances between communities

 Ridership analysis of trip purposes and demand 

 Interaction with planned and desired intraregional transit 

 Impacts through developed communities, grade separations, train 

speeds

 Fort Collins station location, interaction with MAX BRT and other regional 

transit, and future expansion north to Cheyenne

North Segment Considerations for Refinements 



 Preliminary modeling has been completed for six baseline 

scenarios, five passenger rail scenarios and a best bus scenario

o Results are favorable and have room for improvement

o Ridership is expected to increase under all Rail Scenarios

o Ridership may increase under Best Bus scenario also but not as much 

room for improvement

 Refinements will improve ridership

o Engineering improvements to changes in horizontal and vertical geometry 

to increase speeds and travel times

o Refinements to operating characteristics, such as improved connections 

or station locations

o Mix and match best performing segments with hybrid 

corridors/alternatives 

 Rail is projected to have higher ridership than bus

 Rail ridership projections (even these conservative early forecasts) 

compare favorably to existing passenger rail services around the 

United States".

Ridership – Preliminary Baseline Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results are favorable and have room for improvementBaseline (unoptimized) rail scenarios show comparable to higher ridership than Best Bus scenarioRail scenarios using both highway and rail corridors show potential ridership comparable to other successful passenger rail systems across the countyRidership is expected to increase under all Rail ScenariosOpportunities to refine geometry to improve speeds and travel timesRidership is especially sensitive to travel times and station locationsService may be tailored by segment to serve the types and volume of tripsRidership may increase under Best Bus scenario also but not as much room for improvementCongestion and incidents on I-25 limit buses from operating at maximum speeds (speed limits)Managed lanes, which improve travel time reliability and speeds, are present in limited locations of I-25 but not in the highest volume areas through south and central Denver and Colorado Springs so the Best Bus is likely to operate at lower speeds in peak periods Additional development around mobility hubs may increase ridershipEngineering improvements to changes in horizontal and vertical geometry to increase speeds and travel times will improve ridershipFreight rail alternatives follow an attractive vertical alignment with gentle grades, but have challenging horizontal curvature for higher speed operations. The inverse is typically true for highway alternativesThe Palmer Lake, Surrey Ridge, and downtown Denver/Colorado Springs areas represent substantial opportunities to improve geometry of freight corridorsRefinements to operating characteristics will improve ridershipImproved travel times with increased average and maximum speedsCurrent model assumes a 90 mph maximum speed train. Future model runs will look at 125 mphAverage speeds are well below maximum speed due to a variety of factorsOptimize fare structure to increase ridership Refined station areas, such as Denver Union Station vs. Burnham Yard as a central destination. Preliminary models have shown this to have a substantial impact on ridershipPotential interoperability opportunities with Class I freight RRs and the how two systems could co-existOptimized connections with RTD’s system to increase overall transit usageConnections with Southwest Chief improvements between Pueblo and Colorado Springs



Denver South Constructing the Future
June 10th, 2020
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County Line Road
&

Inverness Parkway/Drives
Intersection Reconstruction

DSTMA Technical Committee

June 10, 2020



Overview

Background 

• County Line Road/I-25 Operational Improvements Study/Corridor Study 
(Yosemite to Inverness Parkway) August 2016

• Projected 2040 Vehicles per Peak Hour - 2600 AM/3450 PM

Current Project Status

• 30% Final Design

Next Steps
• Preliminary (30% Design) Submittal – Fall 2020
• Final (90% Design) Submittal – First Quarter 2021



Existing Road Layout



2040 Peak Hour Traffic Volumes for New Configuration



Proposed Intersection



2040 Westbound PM Peak Traffic Distribution



Utility Map



Proposed Grading



Proposed Profiles

County Line Road

Inverness Parkway/Inverness Dr West

West

East

North

South



Retaining Wall Elevation/Section



Project Schedule
• Refining Preliminary Design June 2019 – Aug. 2020

• Subsurface Utility Engineering/InvestigationOct. 2019 – May 2020

• Impacted Utility Coordination/Mitigation June 2020 – Mar. 2021

• Right-of-Way Acquisition July 2020 – Apr. 2021

• Final Design Sept. 2020 – Mar. 2021

• Final Design Review Meeting Mar. 2021

• Construction June 2021 – June 2022



Project Cost and Funding Partners

Estimated Design, ROW, Utility  and Construction Cost - $9.5M

• Douglas County

• Arapahoe County

• Southeast Public Improvement Metropolitan District (SPIMD)

• Inverness Metropolitan Improvement District (IMID) 

$7.25M

$0.75M

$1.50M

(in kind)



Future Widening/Operational Improvements for Access to I-25 SB



Questions?
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Paul Neiman, CDOT Project Director



Construction is scheduled for completion in 2022

South of Castle Rock to Sky View Lane (5 miles)
New Express Lanes and pavement

Sky View Lane to Greenland Road (6 miles) 
New Express Lanes and pavement
Bridge replacements at Upper Lake Gulch Road, Spruce Mountain Road and Plum Creek
One wildlife crossing

Greenland Road to Monument (7 miles)
New Express Lanes and pavement
Three new wildlife crossings
Bridge replacements at Greenland and County Line roads
New truck climbing lane on southbound I-25 along Monument Hill to the Port of Entry

Project Overview

County Line Road Bridge
Package 4 – Design began April 2020, Construction begins 2021

Began Construction August 7th, 2019 

Began Construction September, 4th 2018

Began Construction December 1st, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This stretch of highway had not seen improvements since the 1950’sProjects main purpose and need were to enhance safety and trip reliabilitySafety improvements are in the widening of the highway and shoulders, and correcting vertical and horizontal curvature, wildlife crossings, and some lighting.  Trip reliability was dealt with by the addition of TEL.Project began Construction in Sept of 2018Used a Contracting method called CMGC, allows us to design and build at same time and release parts of the project in packages to meet a 2022 deadlinePicked the packages to release based on Schedule and BudgetProject is a simple little 18 mile reconstruction of the highway with 800,000 tons of HMA, 8 Bridges (4 New wildlife bridges 4 reconstructed bridges) (150 Girders), 5 Miles of retaining walls, 18 Miles of new median barrier, 27 Miles of Wildlife fence, 9 miles of Drainage pipe, 13 Miles of Fiber and Conduit.  (including 46 Miles of Temp Barrier)Complexity of the project is its location and traffic demands with a tight corridor to work inMonument Hill adds another level of weather issues.Average Annual Traffic volumes of 80,000 vpdCDOT’s Longest construction zoneOther complexity is the funding source, which is made of several “colors” of money totaling near 420 MillionFederal funds, Federal Infra Grant, State Funds, Safety Funds, Bridge Enterprise funds, Freight Funds, as well as Local participation from El Paso and Douglas Counties.We were able to bring back to the project the County line Bridge replacement and extension of the climbing lane



Typical Cross Section



Summer 2020 Construction Focus 
Summer 2020 will be busy!...working days, nights, and weekends

Northern Section
• Major traffic shifts expected in June (traffic to move to outside edges)
• Frontage road barrier work
• Paving

Middle Section
• 4 bridge structures including Spruce Mountain Rd
• Traffic switches and short detours at Upper Lake Gulch
• Drainage, paving and earth work
• More paving

Southern Section
• Greenland: Shift all traffic to east to work on west portion of bridge
• SB I-25 on- and off-ramps closed for 45 days starting late June
• Monument Hill Frontage Road 7-month closure starting in July
• Three wildlife crossing bridge structures
• And more paving

Asphalt Paving
• Did I mention paving?…350,000 tons to be placed this year
• Temporary asphalt plant set up in gravel pit onsite
• 13,000 LF of cast in place retaining wall structures
• 7 miles of concrete median barrier
• 2,500 LF sound wall
• Not to mention, deer fence, deer guards, drainage pipe, ITS features, permanent signing, 

and many other things this year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expecting to do 20 Million dollars worth of work each month for the next several months



Added Scope, Increased Benefits

County Line Road Bridge (Bridge Enterprise Funding)
• In design until late 2020
• Two 12ft lanes, 10ft shoulders, two 12ft left turn lanes
• Full cross section below to accommodate future I-25
• Will accommodate climbing lane

Monument Hill Climbing Lane (Freight Funding)
• SB I-25 from south of Greenland Road to Truck Weigh 

Station in Monument
• Work started with grading in April
• Data shows climbing lanes can contribute to 30% crash 

reduction

Auxiliary Lane from Sky View Lane to Spruce Mountain Road
• Add Auxiliary lane and shoulder on SB I-25

SB I-25 Chain-up Station Improvements
• Repurpose a portion of the closed SB I-25 Rest Stop area



• Reduced speed limits (by time of day)

• Smart Work Zone System devices:

• Portable Variable Speed Limit (PVSL) signs

• Queue detection and truck entering/exiting 

warning systems

• Portable message boards (Remote)

• Implemented a Project Operations Center

• Courtesy Patrol (Tow trucks)

• Added Traffic Control Vehicles (TMA’s, UTC’s)

• Frequent restriping to help with delineation, 

including solid striping at curves and 6-inch 

temporary striping

• Increased law enforcement, CSP (by ground and 

by air)

• Hold biweekly meetings with first responders to 

discuss and improve incident response

• Provide accurate and timely information to 

motorists through texts, e-blasts and Facebook
$34.5M in Transportation Management Plan/ Traffic Safety 

CDOT Safety Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During Covid the Gap saw the same amount of tickets issued as the previous year during the same timeCSP mentioned they gave out 250 tickets in 9 days, most for speedingEven though there was about a 50% decrease in trafficAccidents did not decrease by 50%, but did decrease.66% of crashes in the Gap area are rear-ended type which cause 80% of the injury related crashesProject Operation Center has helped reduce response rates to incidents from 40 to 20 minutesCourtesy Patrol has been invaluable in helping with secondary accidents Biweekly meeting have been invaluable for the project and the first respondersWe of course have a massive PR campaign helping us with all project communication to the public



REACH OUT TO US
Paul Neiman: (303) 907-8931 or paul.neiman@state.co.us

CALL OUR HOTLINE
(720)745-5434

VISIT OUR 
WEBSITE
i25gap.codot.gov

EMAIL US
i25gap@codot.us

REGISTER FOR ALERTS
Text I25Gap to 21000

FOLLOW US ON 
FACEBOOK
@I25SouthGapProject

Note: Icons referenced from various artists featured on flaticon.com

Stay Informed



Thank You For Attending
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS?

Webinar available @

www.denversouthedp.org/transportaion by 

6/11/20

http://www.denversouthedp.org/transportaion
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